
Desktop or Documents—Where Should I Store My Files?

How you organize your files is a personal decision, and everyone thinks 
their system is best!  You must decide for yourself.  Below are some 
explanations that should be helpful in your decision making process. Also 
included is some personal commentary which you can take or leave.

1. Choices of places to store your files—desktop or documents (or 
both).

When saving and organizing your files, think of your computer or laptop as 
a two drawer file cabinet. One drawer is your Desktop screen and the other 
one is your Documents folder.
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Here’s a quick heads up—you actually have a third drawer called iCloud 
Drive, and we will discuss that later in this document.

The Desktop is the screen you see when you open your computer or 
laptop.  Your Documents folder can be found by clicking on the Finder icon 
in your dock (Click here to learn about the Finder), or if you have the hard 
drive icon on your Desktop, you can click there to find Documents.

Hard Drive Icon

In each of these location you can store files, create folders, and even 
create folders within folders.

When you save a document by going to File/Save, you see a dialog box 
like the one below. Click on Save.

Another dialog box will appear. It will look like one of these.
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https://www.boomertechadventures.com/mac-tips-whats-the-finder/


This box does not give you many choices on where to save your new file. It 
simply shows where you saved your last file (Where box/blue arrow). To 
have more choices, click on the downward facing arrow next to the Save As 
box (yellow arrow).

Once you click on that down arrow you will see a screen that looks more 
like this one. Notice the left hand column—you can choose either Desktop 
or Documents.

Also, notice that the larger white, right hand column changes as you 
choose Documents or Desktop.  If you are looking for a specific folder in 
either Documents or the Desktop, this column is where you will find it. 
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Clicked on Documents in the left hand column.  Notice where the blue 
arrow is pointing—the location where my file will be saved has changed. 

If I wanted to save this file to the AISA file, I would click on it and the word 
Documents would change to AISA. The file would save to that folder.  If I 
am not saving it to a folder, then it will just appear in the list of files and 
folders in Documents.

The file Alabama now appears in the list of Documents.
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Here’s the screen when I click on Desktop.  Notice the right hand column 
has changed and reflects the files and folders sitting on my Desktop 

screen.

Here the BIG Takeaway: Always double check where you are saving your 
file by looking at that third line down (blue arrow). It is easy to save it in the 
wrong place if you are not vigilant with this step.  Frustration will set in.  But 
remember, you can always find a file by clicking on File in the top menu 
and then Find.

2. How do I choose Documents or Desktop?

This section is all personal commentary because there is not a hard and 
fast rule.  Some folks like a pristine Desktop screen and save everything to 
Documents, often insisting this procedure is the correct one.  On the other 
hand, I liken the Desktop and Documents to short and long term memory.  
When I am working on a project, I keep all the files related to that project on 
my Desktop screen—that’s my short term memory. Sometimes, it gets 
messy. But then you should see my real desk top—it’s always a bit 
cluttered.  When I am done with the project, I move everything into 
Documents (long term memory).

That’s the system that works for me.  You need to figure out what works for 
you!
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3. That third drawer—iCloud Drive.

Apple provides storage in the Cloud which means the files are stored not 
on your computer but on a server (computer + software) owned by Apple.  
When files are stored in iCloud Drive they can be accessed by you from 
anywhere on the planet with any Apple device (and sometimes with a PC). 
You need your Apple ID and password.

If I am presenting out of state, I often save my Keynote presentation to 
iCloud as well as to my computer.  That way, if anything happens to my 
computer, I can access my slides from another device. Or, I could just save 
it to iCloud and save space on my computer.

You can always access iCloud Drive by going to iCloud.com.  

As you can see, I can find all of my files that are stored in Apple’s iCloud 
server.

Remember, you are probably already operating in the cloud with your email 
or social media accounts.

You choose iCloud Drive the same way as Documents or Desktop.
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http://iCloud.com


Notice where the blue arrows are pointing.

Three choices where you save your files:

• Desktop
• Documents
• iCloud

Remember, there is no one correct answer.  You figure out what works for 
the way your mind works.
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